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protect it. If a new vote shows that the Iraqi people
really have a chance of building a political

democracy, the United States and its allies can
eventually go home, safe in the knowledge that Iraq

is a better place than it was. Notably, Kristof is a
reporter for The NY Times, a very major newspaper.
– So, What was This Event in History? The current
regime of Iraq was set up after the fall of Saddam

Hussein. If you look at the history of the Iraq, many
would say it’s incredibly important in world history.
While Saddam was not great for the people of Iraq,
he was a great help to American interests. This is

because he was a strong ally. If you remember the
Saddam wanted to be an independent nation by his
own terms. He wanted a nation of his own people.
And, in his heart of hearts he did not want to go

through a regime change by another nation and be
part of another nation’s agenda. So, with Saddam,
you had a country that was relatively stable that

could and would be a good ally. Saddam only
wanted stability. He did not want any instability. And
he was willing to help any nation that needed it. Iraq

fell with the help of the US. In 1991, the United
States invaded and invaded Iraq to bring down
Saddam. The US had a vested interest in the

freedom of Iraq. It was a country, largely made up of
Muslims and controlled by a dictator. Astonishingly,

the Iraqi Freedom was only six days old before
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American troops were already in Baghdad. No one
else wanted to help Iraq. Russia offered to help, but
it was not until the UN wanted to be involved that

the US made the decision to come and invade. The
US acted in good faith. The US came in to help the
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